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whether or not it is a good thing is debatable. a great example of a defi
that is not a good thing is the first decentralized finance service that was

released. openbazaar was an interesting experiment in decentralized
finance that was popular with those who were looking for a new way to

get free stuff. olympus has fallen is a good defi story that has been made
better by the fact that its not just a movie about a big bank robbery. its

also about a small group of people trying to save the day and doing what
they have to in order to do it. and its about an industry that is still in its

infancy and that will become more important as time passes. on
christmas day, 1993, the headquarters of the united states secret service
in washington, d.c. is attacked by terrorists who capture the president of

the united states. the assailants demand the immediate release of
hundreds of prisoners held at the facility. as special agent mike banning
(gerard butler) is the only agent remaining in the building, he must find a
way to thwart the terrorists from holding the president and the american

people hostage. the action-packed thriller also stars aaron eckhart,
richard jenkins, morgan freeman, melissa leo, michael shannon, angela

bassett, lena headey, ed harris and scott caan. the film's screenplay was
written by dean devlin, james vanderbilt and john gatins. its music was

composed by ramin djawadi. the staking issue might be the most telling,
however. olympus is a fascinating project, but it may be fatally flawed. it
has long had more questions than answers. moreover, it has introduced a
stack of problems to the community that took weeks to untangle, while

its staking model makes community governance a breeze.
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the olympusdao treasury will be used to provide stable funding and liquidity
for the ecosystem. this will allow developers to create new financial

applications and services. the stable funding will be made available to
developers in the form of dai. the project uses a three-tier governance

system, where a core group of five people has complete control over the dao
and its operations, while the community has control over new dao proposals
and governance votes. the core group is the founding team of olympusdao,
with the remaining five people being chosen by a combination of what the
community has to say and what the core team recommends. olympusdao

makes use of a treasury of digital assets that are held in reserve. the initial
dao is set at 100 million dai. this will be supported by small dai withdrawals
from the open market and interest on dai held in the treasury. this will be
backed by assets from the olympusdao treasury. as with dai, olympus is

designed to be open source. so while the core team is able to make policy,
the community can also make policy. the community can create proposals

for the treasury and vote on them. the core team is also involved in the
community governance, but this is in a supporting role. olympus dao can be
used as a stablecoin in itself, or it can be used as a mechanism to fund any
project or organization that wants a stable coin. it can also be used to track

the health of a stablecoin. theres a raft of theories why olympus has lost
investors confidence, but it seems clear that the projects byzantine
complexity and unorthodox mechanics are fueling the outrage. irate

investors this week have branded olympus a ponzi scheme that is using its
liquidity protocols to enrich early entrants at the expense of latecomers.

jordi alexander, the cio at digital asset trading firm, selini capital,
characterized olympus as a syndicate in a well-circulated piece on medium

entitled the godsfather, a play on zeus and the classic mafia film.
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